BEVELED EDGE DRAWER PULL

BACKLIT GRAPHIC PANEL SNAP FRAME
VISUAL AREA: 40-1/8" X 14-1/4"
GRAPHIC SIZE: 41-5/8" X 15-3/4"

SIDE ELEVATION
(ACCESSORIES REMOVED)
BACKLIT GRAPHIC PANEL SNAP FRAME
VISUAL AREA: 40-1/8" X 14-1/4"
GRAPHIC SIZE: 41-5/8" X 15-3/4"

BEVELED EDGE DRAWER PULL

SIDE ELEVATION
(WITH ACCESSORIES)
COUNTER PLAN
(Accessories REMOVED)
BACKLIT GRAPHIC GUIDELINES:
Tenant must submit ALL graphics for approval
Image must be a professional printable image with 300dpi or higher
No wording permitted on the image (unless the image displays the product bottle)
Graphic must reflect the tenants use

TEENANT NAME GUIDLINES:
Tenant name must match the DBA on the Specialty Lease Agreement
Font: Helvetica
Material: Vinyl
Color: Black

BACKLIT GRAPHIC EXAMPLES: